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As art sector industrialists were increasingly concerned at the lack of qualified shopfloor 
workers, a number of actions were taken to encourage the teaching of drawing. This growing 
movement in the second half of the 19th century reveals the increasing desire to help this 
teaching by spreading the use of tools and practical methods to develop the worker’s technical 
skills and not least encourage their subjectivity and sense of observation. This paper analyses 
some of the materials made available for transmitting knowledge in teaching courses 
appropriate to the professionals’ sensitivities and technical skills. Drawing lessons, 
apprenticeship in studios, collections and texts relating to the decorative arts were crucial for 
teaching drawing as a skill whose creative potential could be transferred from one medium to 
another. 
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When Enrico Agostino Griffini, a well-known Milan architect, visited the Weissenhof Estate 
in Stuttgart in 1927, he became aware how much updating was needed in the technical 
knowledge of Italian architects, who were generally not inclined to try out new ways of 
building. Griffini undertook to systematise and regenerate traditional technical culture by 
compiling the first handbook of modern architecture in Italy and establishing a specific 
methodology for teaching building systems at university. As full professor of the “Building 
elements” course at the Politecnico di Milano from 1939, Griffini defined a teaching method 
based on understanding buildings by dividing them into their simplest components and then 
gradually assembling these into a single body. This “techno-typological” approach was 
adopted until 1969 by Libero Guarneri and Carlo Villa, Griffini’s successors. 
Close study of Villa’s lecture notes, preserved by his heirs, has revealed the tools, 
bibliographical references, and practical tests prepared for students that are the basis of the 



teaching method used to teach architectural projects at the Politecnico di Milano. This study 
also demonstrates the strengths and limitations of Griffini’s method and the attempts made to 
regenerate the discipline during the period of sharp cultural change in the university system 
following the student revolts of the 1960s. Even in the earliest demonstrations in 1963 the 
students complained about the organisation of the faculty, which they saw as outmoded and 
remote from the complexity of the profession. They criticised the analytical method—which 
divided architecture into parts and never considered it as a whole—, the memorising rather 
than critical learning, and the lack of practical work on construction sites. 
The technical course in Griffini’s studio had long supported a pragmatic approach to the 
discipline, with handbooks, practice in technical drawing, emphasis on building components 
and the teaching of the base principles of construction, whereas the students wanted a 
problematic rather than neutral approach to architecture. After the protests in 1968, the course 
was re-entitled “Architectural Technology”. There then began a process of specialisation, 
selecting various cultural references and topics of interest. By including the consideration of 
the city’s political, economic and industrial questions, technical education became a new 
discipline and the principles of “culture of detail” and “knowing how to build” were sacrificed 
to the study of company management and social aspects of the project. 
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